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CRAFTSMANSHIP AND  
EXPERTISE IN DESIGNING 
HORSE STABLES
 

We tend to your needs in finding the perfect system 

to keep your horses. Elegant and safe stalls are just as 

important to us as innovation in design. With that in 

mind, we engineered our HAU 2-Point Safety Lock. 

Our “Know Hau” lies in the details!

HAU. IT WORKS!

We produce

our stalls in 

widths and

depths that 

fit your stable
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HAU 2-POINT
SAFETY LOCK 

The convenient one-hand operation

locks two latching bolts at the same

time. Thus, the door locks at the

top and bottom at once.

ADJUSTABLE HINGES 

All our swing doors come with

particularly compact, adjustable

hinges.

STAINLESS STEEL
FOLDING HANDLE        

Our handle ensures convenient opening 

of the stall doors, both from the stall

and the aisle.

HORIZONTAL TUBING 
IN PARTITION WALLS 

To avoid injuries, our partition wall 

grates are designed with an additional 

horizontal tube at the top. 

DOUBLE-WALLED
U-SHAPED SECTIONS 

For even greater safety, we produce

all our partition walls with double-

walled U-shaped sections.
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INSPIRATION
The sliding door series with a swing door  

appearance.

Our unique design combines the advantages of  

a sliding door with an open, friendly stable aisle 

without the upper railing of a traditional sliding 

door.  In our HAU Inspiration series, every swing 

door model is now also available with a sliding 

door. The distinctive construction of the Inspiration 

stable fronts eliminates the restriction of headroom 

from the running rails. The elegance of swing door 

models remains fully preserved, regardless of 

whether they are low fronts or standard height. 

INSPIRATION

INDOOR STALLS

Each stable is different and has individual require-

ments concerning interior design. For that reason, 

we offer 4 different indoor stall series with ample 

design options. Whether sliding doors or swing 

doors, standard or special measurements - safety 

always comes first. 

The stall fronts can be powder-coated or manu-

factured in stainless steel. In addition, we offer 

a broad selection of wood types and numerous 

fittings, such as any of our feeding technology 

options.

We manufacture subject to the requirements 

of FN (Fédération Équestre Nationale, Deutsche 

Reiterliche Vereinigung e.V.) and the guidelines of 

BMEL (German Ministry for Food and Agriculture) 

with bars (dia. 27 mm) at a safety spacing of 50 

mm. Hot-dip galvanising is done in accordance 

with DIN EN ISO 1461.
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DERBY
The functional classic with sliding doors.

Whether in a straight standard design or with

arches - we always use our proven sliding door

technology.

The space-saving sliding door travels on two 

large and smoothly running rollers on a hot-dip 

galvanised C-rail. Our Derby doors come in widths 

of up to 161 cm and heights of more than 251 cm

below the C-rail. 

EQUIPE
The versatile swing door series.

Whether closed, with complex curves or reduced

grating, the heart of all our Equipe swing doors

is a proprietary development: our HAU 2-point

safety lock.

The convenient one-hand operation locks the  

door above and below at the same time and thus

guarantees perfect safety. Therefore, a separately

operated night-time latch is no longer necessary.

Due to a stainless-steel folding handle, the stall

door may be operated both from the aisle and 

the stall. Moreover, our swing doors come with 

particularly compact, adjustable hinges.

DERBY

PARTNER
The medium-height solution.

Due to its open design, this model allows for

ample contact between man and horse, as well

as between the horses

The stalls are available with swing or sliding doors.

For that reason, they all come with the technical 

features of the Equipe or Derby series.

EQUIPE PARTNER
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Project examples

with indoor stalls

from the Inspiration

series

You can find further variants of the Inspiration series on our website:

WWW.HAU-HORSESTALLS.COM I|01
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I|02 I|03

I|04 I|05
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Project examples

with indoor stalls

from the Derby

series

All models of the Derby-series can be found on our website:

WWW.HAU-HORSESTALLS.COM D|01
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D|02 D|03

D|04 D|06D|05
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D|07 D|08

D|09 D|10
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DERBY
The functional stall classic  

with sliding doors

D|11

D|13

D|12
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All models of the Equipe-series can be found on our website:

WWW.HAU-HORSESTALLS.COM

Project examples

with indoor stalls

from the Equipe

series

E|01
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E|02 E|03

E|04 E|05
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E|06 E|08

E|09 E|10

E|07
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EQUIPE
The versatile swing door series

E|11

E|12 E|13
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For additional versions of the Partner-series please visit our website:

WWW.HAU-HORSESTALLS.COM

Project examples

with indoor stalls

from the Partner

series

P|01
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P|02 P|03

P|04 P|05
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For additional versions of partition walls please visit our website:

WWW.HAU-HORSESTALLS.COM

PARTITION WALLS

Our partition walls consist of three modules: the grid, the

wood panel, and the U-shaped floor section. This design

allows for a more flexible assembly compared to having all 

parts of the frame welded together. We also offer the  

possibility of the U-shaped floor section from stainless steel.

Naturally, the partition walls may be powder-coated or  

manufactured in stainless steel. Each partition wall can also 

be equipped with optional visual protection in the grid area. 

The wood panels of the partition wall can be matched to 

the stall fronts.

The grid is manufactured subject to the requirements of  

the FN (Fédération Équestre Nationale, Deutsche Reiterliche

Vereinigung e.V.) and the guidelines of BMEL (German  

Ministry for Food and Agriculture) with bars (dia. 27 mm)  

at a safety spacing of 50 mm. It comes with horizontal 

tubing on top to avoid injuries. The double-walled U-shaped 

sections guarantee particular stability. Hot-dip galvanising 

is done in accordance with DIN EN ISO 1461.

PW|01
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PARTITION WALLS VARIATIONS:
SWIVELLING OR SLIDE-OUT

Unlike the standard partition walls, our variable models are manufactured

with a welded frame. Swivelling or slide-out partition walls are used to  

facilitate cleaning processes, speed up assembly and disassembly, and offer 

variable use.

The slide-out partition walls travel on a guide rail and swivelling partition walls

come with hinges and can be folded. In the case of both versions, a hardwood

manure plank is attached below.

SLIDE- OUT SWIVELLING

PW|02

PW|03 PW|04
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Examples of 

partition walls 

from various 

projects

PW|05 PW|06

PW|07 PW|08
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INHALATION STALL

The HAU Inhalation Stall offers horses

with respiratory and skin conditions  

a way to find relief and treat healthy

horses to some wellness. 

It is a closed room of 23m3 and consists 

of solid wood outer walls and a flat 

roof. A horse stable door is built into 

the front, while side walls with contact 

windows are available as an option.  

The entire steel construction of the 

HAU inhalation stall is KTL coated and 

then powder coated. This type of

coating provides optimal protection

for steel construction in a salty environ-

ment. The floor of the stall is lined with 

non-slip rubber mats.
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feeding stands fixed

hay depot hay fox

Discover our 

feeding technology 

products

hay box 
mobile
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hay box

E|13hay shutter „xl“

safety feeding grid

hay shutter „s“

korn- max

You can find more information 

on feeding technology here:
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HAU GmbH & Co. KG

Benzstrasse 3

73491 Neuler

Germany

Phone +49 7961-9113-0

Fax +49 7961-9113-44

info@hau-horsestalls.com

www.hau-horsestalls.com Information and technical specifications subject to change.


